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(54) Method of and apparatus for dynamic alignment of substrates

(57) A wafer is transported on a blade of a robot and
along a path through a port and into a module of semi-
conductor manufacturing equipment. The port has a
transverse axis that intersects the path. Dynamic align-
ment determines the position of the center of the wafer
with respect to the center of the blade as the wafer is
transported, and uses two through-beam sensors posi-
tioned along the transverse axis according to latency
characteristics of the sensors. The positioning of the
sensors assures that the moving wafer will break or
make a beam of a first of the sensors and that the first
sensor will generate a first transition signal before the
moving wafer will break or make a beam of a second of
the sensors and before the second sensor generates a
second transition signal. The dynamic alignment may
be performed with respect to wafers having different siz-
es. One of the sensors is positioned for operations with
respect to both sizes of wafers, whereas the second of
the sensors operates and is positioned along the trans-
verse axis for only one size wafer, and a third of the sen-
sors operates and is positioned along the transverse ax-
is for only the other size wafer. Three sensors may be
provided for the port at each facet of each module of the
semiconductor equipment. Logic circuitry processes the
transition signals from appropriate ones of the sensors
to identify the particular one of the ports through which
the wafer is being transported. The detected position in-
formation (e.g., having possible misalignment) is then
used by the robot when the wafer is subsequently posi-
tioned into a given chamber. The subsequent position-
ing therefore compensates for any misalignment and
ensures accurately placed wafers.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates generally to
transferring wafers among modules of semiconductor
processing equipment, and more particularly to dynamic
alignment of each wafer with a support blade that carries
the wafer, wherein dynamic alignment apparatus and
methods determine the location of a center of the wafer
with respect to a center of the blade as the blade moves
the wafer through a slot from one module to another
module.
[0002] In the manufacture of semiconductor devices,
process chambers are interfaced to permit transfer of
wafers or substrates, for example, between the inter-
faced chambers. Such transfer is via transport modules
that move the wafers, for example, through slots or ports
that are provided in the adjacent walls of the interfaced
chambers. Transport modules are generally used in
conjunction with a variety of wafer processing modules,
which may include semiconductor etching systems, ma-
terial deposition systems, and flat panel display etching
systems. Due to the growing demands for cleanliness
and high processing precision, there has been a grow-
ing need to reduce the amount of human interaction dur-
ing and between processing steps. This need has been
partially met with the implementation of vacuum trans-
port modules which operate as an intermediate wafer
handling apparatus (typically maintained at a reduced
pressure, e.g., vacuum conditions). By way of example,
a vacuum transport module may be physically located
between one or more clean room storage facilities
where wafers are stored, and multiple wafer processing
modules where the wafers are actually processed, e.g.,
etched or have deposition performed thereon. In this
manner, when a wafer is required for processing, a robot
arm located within the transport module may be em-
ployed to retrieve a selected wafer from storage and
place it into one of the multiple processing modules.
[0003] As is well known to those skilled in the art, the
arrangement of transport modules to "transport" wafers
among multiple storage facilities and processing mod-
ules is frequently referred to as a "cluster tool architec-
ture" system. Figure 1 depicts a typical semiconductor
process cluster architecture 100 illustrating the various
chambers that interface with a vacuum transport module
106. Vacuum transport module 106 is shown coupled to
three processing modules 108a-108c which may be in-
dividually optimized to perform various fabrication proc-
esses. By way of example, processing modules 108a-
108c may be implemented to perform transformer cou-
pled plasma (TCP) substrate etching, layer depositions,
and/or sputtering.
[0004] Connected to vacuum transport module 106 is
a load lock 104 that may be implemented to introduce
wafers into vacuum transport module 106. Load lock
104 may be coupled to a clean room 102 where wafers
are stored. In addition to being a retrieving and serving
mechanism, load lock 104 also serves as a pressure-

varying interface between vacuum transport module
106 and clean room 102. Therefore, vacuum transport
module 106 may be kept at a constant pressure (e.g.,
vacuum), while clean room 102 is kept at atmospheric
pressure.
[0005] Consistent with the growing demands for
cleanliness and high processing precision, the amount
of human interaction during and between processing
steps has been reduced by the use of robots for wafer
transfer. Such transfer may be from the clean room 102
to the load lock 104, or from the load lock 104 to the
vacuum transport module 106, or from the vacuum
transport module 106 to a processing module 108a, for
example. While such robots substantially reduce the
amount of human contact with each wafer, problems
have been experienced in the use of robots for wafer
transfer. For example, in a clean room a blade of a robot
may be used to pick a wafer from a cassette and place
it on fingers provided in the load lock 104. However, the
center of the wafer may not be accurately positioned rel-
ative to the fingers. As a result, when the blade of the
robot of the vacuum transport module 106 picks the wa-
fer from the fingers of the load lock 104, the center of
the wafer may not be properly located, or aligned, rela-
tive to the center of the blade. This improper wafer cent-
er-blade center alignment, also referred to as "wafer-
blade misalignment" or simply "wafer misalignment,"
continues as the robot performs an "extend" operation,
by which the blade (and the wafer carried by the blade)
are moved through a slot in the processing module and
by which the wafer is placed on pins in the processing
module 108a, for example.
[0006] Even if there was proper original wafer-blade
alignment when the wafer was initially placed in the ex-
emplary processing module 108a, and even though the
wafer may have thus been properly aligned during
processing in the exemplary processing module 108a,
the proper alignment may be interfered with. For exam-
ple, electrostatic chucks generally used in the exempla-
ry processing modules 108a may have a residual elec-
trostatic field that is not completely discharged after
completion of the processing. In this situation, the proc-
essed wafer may suddenly become detached from the
chuck. As a result, the wafer may become improperly
positioned with respect to the robot blade that picks the
processed wafer off the chuck. Thus, when the blade of
the robot of the vacuum transport module 106 picks the
processed wafer off the chuck, the center of the wafer
may not be properly located, or aligned, relative to the
center of the blade. This wafer misalignment may con-
tinue as the robot performs a "retract" operation, by
which the blade (and the wafer carried by the blade) are
moved through the slot in the processing module 108a.
Such wafer misalignment may also continue during a
subsequent extend operation by which the wafer is
placed in another one of the processing modules 108b,
or in the load lock 104.
[0007] Wafer misalignment is a source of wafer
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processing errors, and is of course to be avoided. It is
also clear that the amount of time the robots take to
transfer a wafer among the modules (the "wafer transfer
time") is an amount of time that is not available for per-
forming processing on the wafer, i.e., the wafer transport
time is wasted time. Thus, there is an unfilled need to
both monitor the amount of such wafer misalignment,
and to perform such monitoring without greatly increas-
ing the wafer transfer time.
[0008] However, a problem complicating such moni-
toring of wafer misalignment is that a wafer may be
transferred from (or to) the one vacuum transport mod-
ule 106 to (or from) as many as six, for example,
processing modules, e.g., 108a. In the past, attempts to
determine whether a wafer is properly aligned on the
blade of a robot have included use of many sensors be-
tween adjacent modules. Sensors on opposite sides of
a wafer transfer path have been located symmetrically
with respect to the wafer transfer path. The symmetri-
cally opposed sensors produce simultaneous output
signals, and one data processor has to be provided for
each such sensor. The combination of these factors (i.
e., the possible use of six processing modules plus the
vacuum transport module, the use of many symmetri-
cally located opposing sensors per module, and the use
of one data processor per sensor) result in increased
complexity and the need for many costly processors for
a cluster tool architecture. In view of the need to provide
cluster tool architectures that are more cost-efficient, the
incorporation of separate data processors for each sen-
sor can make a system prohibitively expensive.
[0009] Another aspect of providing cluster tool archi-
tectures that are more cost-efficient relates to the cost
of machining the modules and the load locks to provide
apertures in which sensors, such as through-beam sen-
sors, may be received. As the accuracy of such machin-
ing is increased to more accurately locate the sensors
with respect to the robots, for example, there are in-
creased costs of such precision machining. What is
needed is a way of requiring less accuracy in machining
the apertures for the sensors without sacrificing the ac-
curacy of detections made using the sensors.
[0010] The use of such through-beam sensors also
presents problems in the design of apparatus for moni-
toring wafer misalignment. For example, when a wafer
moves through a light beam of such a through-beam
sensor and breaks the beam, it takes a period of time
(latency period) for the sensor to output a pulse indica-
tive of the breaking of the beam. Since the wafer is mov-
ing relative to the sensor, and when the purpose of the
sensor is to determine the location of the wafer, by the
time the output pulse is generated (at the end of the la-
tency period) the wafer will have moved from the loca-
tion of the wafer when the beam was broken. The laten-
cy period is a source of errors in the use of the through-
beam sensors. What is also needed then is a way of
reducing the errors caused by the latency period of
through-beam sensors.

[0011] In view of the forgoing, there is a need for meth-
ods and apparatus for wafer alignment that operate
while the wafer is being transported without increasing
the wafer transport time (e.g., without reducing the rate
of transfer of the wafer among the modules or load
locks). Such method and apparatus should not only re-
duce the number of data processors per sensor, but re-
duce the total number of data processors used for de-
termination of wafer misalignment in an entire cluster
tool architecture. Such method and apparatus desirably
also require less accuracy in machining the apertures
for the sensors, without sacrificing the accuracy of de-
tections made using the sensors. Another aspect of the
desired method and apparatus is to eliminate the laten-
cy period as a source of errors in using through-beam
sensors to make wafer alignment determinations.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0012] Broadly speaking, the present invention fills
these needs by providing dynamic alignment of each
wafer with a support blade that carries the wafer, where-
in dynamic alignment apparatus and methods deter-
mine the location of a center of the wafer with respect
to a center of the blade as the blade moves the wafer
through a module port or slot from one module to anoth-
er module. By determining the offset of the wafer relative
to the blade, the robot can use this determined offset to
enable precision alignment and placement in process
chambers of the cluster tool architecture.
[0013] One aspect of the present invention is a meth-
od and apparatus for determining wafer misalignment
that provides sensors operative while the wafer is being
transported and without increasing the wafer transport
time, that is, without reducing the rate of transfer of the
wafer among the modules or load locks.
[0014] Another aspect of the present invention is the
use of a calibration wafer of known physical character-
istics to calibrate a blade, a robot, and newly machined
apertures which receive wafer sensors. The calibration
method and apparatus of the invention require less ac-
curacy in machining the apertures for the sensors, with-
out sacrificing the accuracy of wafer alignment determi-
nations made using the sensors, because the calibra-
tion accurately determines the location of each sensor
after the sensor has been inserted into the aperture. A
calibration method uses the calibration wafer to cali-
brate a system for generating data indicating the posi-
tion of a center of a wafer relative to a center of a blade
of a wafer transport robot, wherein the wafer is provided
with at least one edge.
[0015] The method starts by mounting the wafer
transport robot adjacent to semiconductor manufactur-
ing equipment having a port so that the robot moves the
wafer through the port along a wafer transport axis. At
least two sensors are spaced along the port on an axis
that is transverse to the wafer transport axis. The sen-
sors are tripped by the presence of the wafer edge and
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by the absence of the wafer following the presence of
the wafer edge. Each time one of the sensors is tripped
the tripped one of the sensors is effective to generate a
separate data item. A calibration wafer of known dimen-
sions is secured to the blade in a position centered with
respect to the center of the blade. Data is captured as
to the position of the sensors relative to the robot by
causing the robot to move the calibration wafer through
the port and past the sensors. The sensors generate the
separate data items, each of the separate data items
indicating the location of one of the edges of the calibra-
tion wafer as the calibration wafer moves past the sen-
sors. An accurate determination is made as to the loca-
tion of the sensor with respect to the robot by using the
location of the robot corresponding to each separate da-
ta item, and using data as to the radius of the calibration
wafer, and using the separate data items.
[0016] In another aspect of the present invention, only
one data processor is needed regardless of how many
sensors are provided per module and regardless of
which of many modules is receiving or supplying a wa-
fer. The method and apparatus of the present invention
not only reduce the number of data processors per sen-
sor, but reduce the total number of data processors used
for determination of wafer misalignment in an entire
cluster tool architecture. This advantage results in part
from accounting for the latency period of through-beam
sensors when positioning such sensors relative to the
path of the wafer. In detail, the need for only one proc-
essor results from positioning such sensors along a
transverse axis of a module slot in a non-symmetrical
manner so as to assure that a first such sensor gener-
ates a transition signal and in response to the transition
signal the robot position information related to that sig-
nal is stored before a second such sensor generates a
next transition signal.
[0017] An apparatus having these characteristics is
provided for generating data indicating the position of a
center of the wafer relative to the center of a blade of a
wafer transport robot as the blade moves the wafer at a
controlled rate of transfer along a path that extends
through a plane defined by a facet of a module of sem-
iconductor manufacturing equipment. Initially, a sensor
positioning axis extends in the plane and intersects the
path. A first sensor is mounted in the plane, on the po-
sitioning axis, and spaced from the path by a first dis-
tance so as to sense the wafer moving in the path. The
first sensor has a latency period between a first time of
sensing the wafer and a later time at which robot position
data is stored in response to a transition signal output
by the first sensor to indicate the sensing of the wafer.
[0018] A second sensor is mounted in the plane, on
the positioning axis, and spaced from the path by a sec-
ond distance so as to sense the wafer moving in the
path. The second distance is different from the first dis-
tance by an amount such that at the given rate the time
between a first moment at which the wafer is sensed by
the first sensor and a second moment at which the wafer

is sensed by the second sensor is not less than the la-
tency period.
[0019] An apparatus having these characteristics is
also provided for generating data indicating the position
of a wafer relative to a blade of a wafer transport robot
as the blade continuously moves the wafer along a path
that extends through a plane defined by one of a plurality
of facets of a plurality of modules of semiconductor man-
ufacturing equipment. A sensor positioning axis extends
in each of the planes and intersects the respective path.
A first sensor is mounted in each of the planes, on the
respective positioning axis, and spaced from the re-
spective path by a first distance so as to sense the wafer
moving in the respective path. The first sensor has a first
latency period between a first time at which the first sen-
sor senses the wafer in the respective path and a later
time at which robot position data is stored in response
to a first transition signal output by the first sensor to
indicate a first sensing of the wafer in the respective
path.
[0020] A second sensor is mounted in each of the
planes, on the respective positioning axis, and spaced
from the respective path by a second distance so as to
sense the wafer moving in the respective path. The sec-
ond sensor outputs a second transition signal indicating
a second sensing of the wafer in the respective path.
For each second sensor with respect to each first sen-
sor, the second distance is different from the first dis-
tance by a selected amount. That amount assures that
a first moment at which the wafer moving in the respec-
tive path is sensed by the first sensor, plus the first la-
tency period, is not later in time than a second moment
at which the wafer moving in the same respective path
is sensed by the second sensor. In this manner, before
the second sensor senses the wafer in the respective
path, the first transition signal is output by the first sen-
sor in response to the first sensor sensing the wafer in
the respective path and the robot position data is stored.
[0021] Accordingly, there is temporal spacing of the
first and second transition signals output by the respec-
tive first and second sensors. An important result of the
temporal spacing of the transition signals is that only one
processor is needed for receiving each of the first and
second transition signals. In other words, because the
transition signals are not generated at the same time,
there is no need for multiple processors that operate si-
multaneously to process the transition signals. Although
the transition signals are temporally spaced, the wafer
movement may continue without interruption, such that
throughput of wafers through the system is not reduced.
[0022] Such apparatus is also provided for wafers
having different physical characteristics, such as a 200
mm or a 300 mm wafer diameter. Of course modifica-
tions can be made to the apparatus to accommodate
smaller or larger substrates. The apparatus generates
data indicating the position of the center of the wafer
relative to the center of a blade of a wafer transport robot
as the blade continuously moves the wafer along a path
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that extends through a plane defined by one of a plurality
of facets of a plurality of modules of semiconductor man-
ufacturing equipment. A sensor positioning axis extends
in each of the planes and intersects the respective path.
The wafer may have either of a first and a second phys-
ical characteristic, such as the 200 mm diameter or the
300 mm diameter, for example. The robot may cause
the blade and the wafer carried by the blade to move in
an extend motion through the respective plane into the
respective module, or to move in a retract motion
through the respective plane from the respective mod-
ule. A first sensor is mounted in each of the planes, on
the respective positioning axis, and spaced from the re-
spective path by a first distance so as to sense the wafer
moving in the respective path. The first sensor has a first
latency period between a first time at which the first sen-
sor senses the wafer in the respective path and a later
time at which robot position data is stored in response
to a first transition signal indicating the sensing of the
wafer in the respective path.
[0023] A second sensor is also provided for use with
either the 200 mm diameter wafers or the 300 mm di-
ameter wafers. For the 200 mm wafers, the second sen-
sor is mounted in each of the planes, on the respective
positioning axis, and spaced from the respective path
by a second distance so as to sense the wafer moving
in the respective path. The second sensor outputs a sec-
ond transition signal indicating the sensing of the wafer
in the respective path. For each second sensor with re-
spect to each first sensor, the second distance is differ-
ent from the first distance by a selected amount. That
amount assures that a first moment at which the wafer
having the first physical characteristic and moving in the
respective path is sensed by the first sensor, plus the
first latency period, is not later in time than a second
moment at which the wafer having the first physical
characteristic and moving in the same respective path
is sensed by the second sensor.
[0024] In this manner, before the second sensor sens-
es the wafer in the respective path, the first transition
signal is output by the first sensor in response to the first
sensor sensing the wafer having the first physical char-
acteristic and in the respective path, and the robot po-
sition data is stored. As a result, for the wafer having the
first physical characteristic there is temporal spacing of
the first and second transition signals output by the re-
spective first and second sensors.
[0025] For the 300 mm diameter wafers, the second
sensor is also mounted in each of the planes and on the
respective positioning axis, but is relocated so as to be
spaced from the respective path by a third distance. As
relocated, the second sensor senses the wafer having
the second physical characteristic and moving in the re-
spective path. For ease of description, the relocated
second sensor spaced by the third distance is referred
to as the "third" sensor. The third sensor has a third la-
tency period between a third time at which the third sen-
sor senses the wafer in the respective path and a later

time. The later time occurs once the third sensor outputs
a third transition signal indicating the sensing of the wa-
fer having the second physical characteristic and in the
respective path and robot position data is stored. For
each third sensor with respect to each first sensor, the
third distance is different from the first distance by an
amount such that a third moment at which the wafer hav-
ing the second physical characteristic and moving in the
respective path is sensed by the third sensor, plus the
third latency period, is not later in time than a fourth mo-
ment at which the wafer having the second physical
characteristic and moving in the same respective path
is sensed by the first sensor.
[0026] Accordingly, before the first sensor senses the
wafer having the second physical characteristic and in
the respective path, the third transition signal is output
by the third sensor in response to the third sensor sens-
ing the wafer having the second physical characteristic
and in the respective path. For the wafer having the sec-
ond physical characteristic, the first and third transition
signals are output by the respective first and third sen-
sors in temporal spacing. In view of the provision of a
plurality of facets and sensors on the plane of each fac-
et, logic circuitry is used to combine all of the outputs
represented by the transition signals from all of the fac-
ets through which the wafer may be moved.
[0027] A method aspect of the present invention also
provides the benefit of requiring only one processor to
process the transition signals. The method provides da-
ta indicating the position of the center of a wafer with
respect to the center of a blade carrying the wafer, and
includes an operation of mounting the wafer on the
blade for movement with the blade along a path. There
is also an operation of providing a first sensor along a
transverse axis that has a center at an intersection with
the path, the first sensor being on one side of the center.
A next operation provides a second sensor along the
transverse axis and on the other side of the center, the
second sensor and the first sensor being spaced by a
selected distance.
[0028] The wafer is continuously moved along the
path so that the first sensor is triggered by the wafer and
generates a first transition signal and the second sensor
is triggered by the wafer and generates a second tran-
sition signal. The need for only one processor results
from placing each of the first and second sensors along
the transverse axis according to a latency characteristic
of the sensor so that the wafer moving through the port
will be sensed by individual ones of the plurality of sen-
sors at temporally-spaced times. The temporally-
spaced times allow the first of the sensors to sense the
wafer and generate a first transition signal, and allow
the robot position data corresponding to each first tran-
sition signal to be stored, all before the second of the
sensors senses the wafer and generates a second tran-
sition signal. Stated alternatively, the selected distance
is selected to temporally space the moments in time at
which the first and second sensors are triggered by the
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wafer so that the first transition signal is generated and
the robot position data corresponding to each first tran-
sition signal is stored before the wafer triggers the sec-
ond sensor.
[0029] Other aspects and advantages of the invention
will become apparent from the following detailed de-
scription, taken in conjunction with the accompanying
drawings, illustrating by way of example the principles
of the invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0030] The present invention will be readily under-
stood by the following detailed description in conjunction
with the accompanying drawings, in which like reference
numerals designate like structural elements.
[0031] Figure 1 depicts a typical prior art semiconduc-
tor process cluster tool architecture illustrating an at-
mospheric transfer module that interfaces with a vacu-
um transport module, wherein a load lock receives wa-
fers for transfer to the vacuum transport module.
[0032] Figure 2A is a plan view of a semiconductor
process cluster tool architecture according to the
present invention, illustrating a vacuum transport mod-
ule robot mounted for rotation on a fixed axis and car-
rying a blade that transports a wafer into a vacuum
processing module.
[0033] Figure 2B illustrates a plan view of the blade
carrying a wafer properly aligned with the blade.
[0034] Figure 2C illustrates a plan view of the blade
carrying a wafer improperly aligned with the blade,
showing the wafer misalignment that may be deter-
mined according to the present invention.
[0035] Figure 3A is a plan view of a portion of one face
of the vacuum transport module of the cluster tool archi-
tecture, schematically showing part of a system for dy-
namic alignment according to the present invention, and
showing a second sensor used with a wafer having a
diameter of 200 mm.
[0036] Figure 3B is a plan view of the wafer having a
200 mm diameter, illustrating times at which the wafer
breaks and makes beams of the sensors shown in Fig-
ure 3A.
[0037] Figure 3C is a plan view of the same portion of
the face of the vacuum transport module of the cluster
tool architecture, schematically showing part of the sys-
tem for dynamic alignment according to the present in-
vention, and showing a third sensor used with a wafer
having a 300 mm diameter.
[0038] Figure 3D is a plan view of the wafer having
the 300 mm diameter, illustrating times at which the wa-
fer breaks and makes beams of the sensors shown in
Figure 3C.
[0039] Figure 3E is an elevational view of a port of one
of the faces, showing three sensors which include fiber
optic cables for supplying light beams which the wafers
break and make.
[0040] Figure 3F is a plan view of the cluster tool ar-

chitecture system showing two of the sensors per face
and fiber optic cables connected to beam receivers that
generate transition signals for each break and make
transition.
[0041] Figure 3G is a schematic diagram illustrating
a card receiving the transition signals and supplying
such signals to a robot controller.
[0042] Figures 4A and 4B are schematic diagrams
showing latency of the sensors and how apparent loca-
tions of the sensors are determined to eliminate errors
due to such latency.
[0043] Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of a logic cir-
cuit that provides one output signal per break and one
output per make transition of the beams.
[0044] Figures 6A, 6B, and 6C respectively relate the
timing of the beam break and make transitions for two
sensors, to the one output signal from the logic circuit.
[0045] Figure 7 is a bottom view of a calibration wafer
used in a calibration process to accurately determine the
location of the sensors.
[0046] Figure 8 depicts exemplary data resulting from
the calibration process.
[0047] Figures 9A and 9B each depict two positions
of a wafer during the calibration process, with Figure 9A
showing wafer position relative to a sensor beam that is
on the right of a wafer path, and Figure 9B showing wa-
fer position relative to a sensor beam that is on the left
of a wafer path.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

[0048] An invention is described for determining wafer
misalignment while the wafer is being transported. The
determination is made without increasing the wafer
transport time, that is, without reducing the rate of trans-
fer of the wafer among modules or load locks. The em-
bodiments of the invention are also described with re-
spect to reducing the number of data processors per
sensor, and reducing the total number of data proces-
sors used for determination of wafer misalignment in an
entire cluster tool architecture. The invention is further
described as requiring less accuracy in machining ap-
ertures for the sensors, without sacrificing the accuracy
of detections made using the sensors. In conjunction
with reducing the number of data processors per sensor,
and reducing the total number of data processors used
for determination of wafer misalignment in an entire
cluster tool architecture, detailed description also shows
how sensor latency periods are eliminated as sources
of errors when through-beam sensors are used to make
wafer alignment determinations.
[0049] It will be obvious, however, to one skilled in the
art, that the present invention may be practiced without
some or all of these specific details. In other instances,
well known process operations have not been described
in detail in order not to obscure the present invention.
[0050] Referring to Figure 2A, the invention is gener-
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ally described as including a semiconductor process
cluster tool architecture system 200 having a vacuum
transport module 202, at least one load lock 204 (or wa-
fer transport enclosure), and an atmospheric transport
module 206 for transferring substrates, or wafers, 208
from one or more cassettes 210 to the load locks 204.
Preferably, two adjacent load locks 204 are provided,
one at each of two adjacent sides of the vacuum trans-
port module 202. Also, the atmospheric transfer module
206 includes at least two cassettes 210, a front end ro-
bot 212 mounted on a fixed axis of rotation 214, and a
wafer aligner 216. The aligner 216 is used to find the
desired position of the wafer before it is moved into the
cluster architecture 200. Each of the load locks 204 has
a wafer receiving face 218 provided with a load lock port
220 through which the wafers 208 may be transferred.
Each port 220 may be closed by a gate valve, or door,
222. The front end robot 212 transfers the wafers 208
through the ports 220 along a load lock wafer transfer
axis 224 that is centrally positioned relative to the port
220 and is perpendicular to the face 218. The front end
robot 212 places the wafers 208 on fingers 226 in the
load lock 204.
[0051] From the load locks 204, the wafers 208 are
transferred to the vacuum transport module 202. Refer-
ring also to Figures 2B and 2C, the module 202 includes
a vacuum transfer robot 228 that is installed at a central
axis 230. The module 202 has six wafer transfer faces
232, each of which is provided with a port 234 that may
be closed by a gate valve, or door, 236 of a dual slot
valve 238, for example. Two of the faces 232 are be-
tween the load locks 204 and the module 202, whereas
an exemplary four of the faces 232 are provided with
respect to four respective processing modules or cham-
bers 240.
[0052] Considering movement of a wafer 208 from
one load lock 204 into one of the processing modules
240, the vacuum transfer robot 228 picks the wafer 208
from the fingers 226 in the load lock 204. In a retract
operation the robot 228 moves the picked wafer 208
through the port 234 along an incoming wafer transfer
path 242 that is centrally positioned relative to the re-
spective port 234 and is perpendicular to the respective
face 232. The vacuum transfer robot 228 moves the wa-
fer 208 into the vacuum transport module 202 on the
path 242 and then along a second wafer transfer path
244 that is centrally positioned relative to the respective
port 234 and respective face 232 of the processing mod-
ule 240 that has been identified for processing of the
wafer 208. In an extend operation, the robot 228 contin-
ues to move the wafer 208 along the second path 244
into and through the port 234 of the identified processing
module 240. The robot 228 places the wafer 208 on pins
246 in the identified processing module 240. Upon com-
pletion of operations in the processing module 240, the
robot 228 picks the wafer 208 from the pins 246. In a
retract operation the robot 228 moves the wafer 208
along the second path 244 into and through the port 234

and back into the vacuum transport module 202.
[0053] As examples of the types of wafers 208 that
may be transported, Figure 2A shows the cassettes 210
supporting a first wafer 208F that has a flat edge 252
and a curved edge 254 (in the left cassette 210) and a
second wafer 208N that has a curved edge 256 provided
with a notch 258 (in the right cassette 210). The front
end robot 212 picks the appropriate wafer 208F or 208N
from one of the cassettes 210 and places the wafer 208
in the wafer aligner 216. The wafer aligner 216 positions
the wafer 208 in a selected orientation, as described be-
low. The front end robot 212 then picks the oriented wa-
fer 208 from the aligner 216, transfers the oriented wafer
208F or 208N through the load lock port 220 into the
load lock 204, and places the oriented wafer 208 on the
fingers 226.
[0054] Because of the orienting operation of the align-
er 216, as placed on the fingers 226 the oriented wafer
208 has either the flat edge 252 or the notch 258 in one
of many desired orientations with respect to a wafer
center 260 and X and Y wafer axes that intersect at the
wafer center 260. One of those orientations of the wafer
208N is shown in Figure 2B with the wafer 208N (shown
in dashed lines) supported by a blade 262 of the vacuum
transport robot 228. The Y wafer axis may be thought
of as extending through noon and six o'clock positions
of the face of a clock, for example, wherein the wafer
center 260 is at the center of the face. With this in mind,
the exemplary desired orientation depicts the wafer
208N having been rotated on the wafer center 260 so
that the notch 258 is at a nine o'clock position. It may be
understood that the desired orientations of each of the
wafer 208N and the wafer 208F include having the re-
spective notch 258 at, or flat edge 252 facing, any of the
noon, three-o'clock, six o'clock or nine o'clock positions,
for example, relative to the wafer center 260.
[0055] Different ones of the wafers 208 may also have
different physical characteristics other than the flat edge
252 or the notch 258. For example, the cluster tool ar-
chitecture system 200 is adapted to process wafers 208
having different diameters. Although many different di-
ameter wafers may be processed, the present invention
is described with respect to wafers 208 having 200 mm
and 300 mm diameters, for example.
[0056] For a particular manufacturing situation, there
is a particular orientation of the flat edge 252 or of the
notch 258 with respect to the wafer center 260. In addi-
tion to such orientation, there is an ideal location of the
center 260 of the oriented wafer 208 with respect to a
blade center 264 of the blade 262. Such ideal location
is depicted in Figure 2B in which the wafer center 260
and the blade center 264 are at the same location, with
the Y axis of the wafer 208 co-extensive with a longitu-
dinal axis 266 of the blade 262. The wafer 208 in the
ideal location is shown as a disk defined by a dashed
circular line in Figure 2B. However, for reasons including
those described above (e.g., electrostatic chuck per-
formance and handling), the wafer 208 is sometimes lo-
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cated on the blade 262 with the wafer center 260 out of
alignment with the blade center 264. This out of align-
ment situation is illustrated in Figure 2C by the wafer
208N shown by a dashed line. This out of alignment sit-
uation corresponds to the "wafer-blade misalignment"
and "wafer misalignment" described above. Wafer mis-
alignment is characterized by the wafer center 260 be-
ing spaced from the blade center 264. Such spacing
may be in one or both of the directions of the X axis or
the Y axis of the wafer 208, wherein spacings in both
such direction are shown in Figure 2C, such that the wa-
fer center 260 is to the left by an amount delta X and up
by an amount delta Y from that shown in Figure 2B.
[0057] It may be understood that because the blade
262 carries the wafer 208 to the pins 246 in the process-
ing chamber 240, the location of the center 260 of the
wafer 208 need only be determined with respect to the
blade center 264 and not with respect to any other
equipment of the cluster tool architecture system 200.
For example, when a particular wafer 208 is being trans-
ported, once a determination is made as to the amount
and direction of the wafer misalignment, the robot 228
may control the location of the blade 262, and thus con-
trol the position of the particular wafer 208, so as to elim-
inate the wafer misalignment when the blade 262 places
the particular wafer 208 on the pins 246 in the process-
ing module 240. With the wafer misalignment eliminat-
ed, accurate processing of the wafer may proceed in the
processing module 240.
[0058] The blade 262 of the vacuum transport robot
228 is shown in Figure 2B as being in the vacuum
processing module 240. For illustrative purposes, the
fingers 226 of the load locks 204 are shown as rectan-
gles superimposed on the depiction of the blade 262.
The blade 262 is shaped to avoid contact with the load
lock fingers 226 during the picking operation in the load
lock 204, and to avoid contact with the wafer support
pins 246 of the processing module 240. This shape pro-
vides an open space 270 between the pins 246 so that
the blade 262 will not interfere with the operations de-
scribed below for determining whether there is wafer
misalignment.
[0059] Figures 3A and 3C are partial plan views of a
face 232 of the vacuum transport module 202, schemat-
ically showing part of a system 272 for dynamic align-
ment according to the present invention. The term "dy-
namic alignment" is used herein to denote the present
apparatus and methods which determine the location of
the center 260 of the wafer 208 with respect to the center
264 of the blade 262 as the blade 262 moves the wafer
208 through one of the ports 234 from the vacuum trans-
port module 202 to one of the processing module 240,
or through one of the ports 234 from the processing
modules 240 into the vacuum transport module 202, for
example. For each face 232 and type of wafer 208 hav-
ing a particular diameter as a selected physical charac-
teristic, the system 272 includes two sensors 274. For
a system 272 for wafers 208 having the 200 mm and

300 mm diameters, each face 232 has one sensor 274,
identified in Figures 3A and 3C as sensor 274-1, and
one of two further sensors 274, identified as sensors
274-2 and 274-3.
[0060] For ease of description, Figure 3F shows only
two of the sensors 274 (i.e., the two for a 200 mm diam-
eter wafer 208-200), whereas each of Figures 3A, 3C,
and 3E shows the three sensors 274-1, 274-2, and
274-3. A first of the sensors 274-1 is mounted in a plane
parallel to that defined by the face 232 and on a sensor
positioning axis 276 that may be the transverse axis of
the port 234 adjacent to that face 232.
[0061] Figure 3B is a plan view of a wafer 208N-200
moving through the port 234, showing successive times
t1b, t2b, t1m, and t2m at which edges 254 or 296 of the
wafer 208 trigger the respective sensors 274-1 or 274-2.
Figure 3B is aligned with Figure 3A to show that the first
sensor 274-1 is spaced from the wafer transport path
244 by a first distance 278. For use with the wafer
208-200, the second sensor 274-2 is also mounted in
the plane parallel to that defined by the face 232 and on
the sensor positioning axis 276. The second sensor
274-2 is spaced from the wafer transport path 244 by a
second distance 280. For use with the 300 mm diameter
wafer 208-300, the third sensor 274-3 is mounted in the
plane parallel to that defined by the face 232 and on the
sensor positioning axis 276. The third sensor 274-3 is
spaced from the wafer transport path 244 by a third dis-
tance 282.
[0062] With such spacings, each of the sensors 274
is in position to sense the respective wafer 208 moving
in the path 244 in either the extend operation or the re-
tract operation. The sensing of the wafers 208 by the
sensors 274 is shown in Figure 3E, which is an eleva-
tional view of one of the faces 232 showing the port 234
and the sensors 274 spaced along the sensor position-
ing axis 276. Each sensor 274 is preferrably a multi-
component, through-beam sensor designed to minimize
the number of the most expensive components in each
sensor 274. For each sensor 274, the components that
determine the location of the sensor 274 include a beam
transmitter section 274T below the port 234 and a beam
receiver section 274R above the port. Each of the beam
transmitter sections 274T is mounted in an aperture 283
machined in the portion of the face 232 around the ports
234. As discussed below, the accuracy of locating the
apertures 283 may be relatively low, such as within
(±0.050 inches) without reducing the accuracy of the de-
tections of the location of the center 260 of the wafers
208 with respect to the center 264 of the blade 262. The
beam transmitter sections 274T receive a light beam
284 from an incoming fiber optic cable 274CI and by use
of a lens upwardly direct the light beam 284 across the
port 234. Figure 3E shows one of the beam receiver sec-
tions 274R, which includes a lens and an output fiber
optic cable 274CO mounted in a corresponding ma-
chined aperture 283 above the port 234.
[0063] With this background, it may be understood
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that for ease of illustration in Figure 3F, the dashed lines
identified as "274CO" represent both the input fiber optic
cable 274CI and the output fiber optic cable 274CO. It
may also be understood that if the location of any of the
apertures 283 is not accurately known, then the location
of the respective beam transmitter section 274T or the
location of the respective beam receiver section 274R
received in such aperture 283 will not be accurately
known. As a result, the location of the sensor 274 will
not be accurately known.
[0064] Figure 3G shows that each sensor 274 also in-
cludes components in addition to the above sensor lo-
cation components. One such component is a sensor
body 285 having an emitter 285E for supplying the light
beam 284 to the respective input fiber optic cable 274CI.
The sensor body 285 also includes a light detector 285D
that receives the beam 284 from the respective output
fiber optic cable 274CO. The detector 285D converts the
incoming light beam 284 from the cable 274CO into an
analog signal proportional to the intensity of the incom-
ing light beam 284. The analog signal is converted into
a digital signal each time the value of the analog signal
reaches a threshold level. The digital signal is an output
of the sensor body 285 of the sensor 274 and is referred
to as a transition signal 286.Before a wafer 208 moves
into the port 234, the beam 284 is received by the re-
ceiver section 274R, is transmitted to the detector 285D
and a steady state condition occurs. Figures 3E and 3F
schematically show that when the wafer 208 is moved
by the blade 262 between the transmitter section 274T
and the output fiber optic cable 274CO of the receiver
section 274R, the beam 284 of a sensor 274 is broken.
At that time, a transition occurs, and the sensor body
285 of the sensor 274 generates the transition signal
286, which in this example is designated 286B to indi-
cate the breaking. In an opposite sense, once the wafer
208 has been moved by the blade 262 between the
transmitter section 274T and the receiver section 274R
and has broken the beam 284, another steady state con-
dition exists until the blade 262 moves the wafer 208
completely through the port 234 so that the beam 284
is no longer broken. At this juncture, the beam 284 is
said to be made, another transition occurs, and that sen-
sor body 285 of the sensor 274 generates another tran-
sition signal, indicated in Figure 3F as 286M to indicate
the making. Figures 3F and 3G show that the transition
signals 286B and 286M are transmitted from the sensor
body 285 to a sensor multiplex card 288. The card 288
is connected to an input port 289 of a robot controller
290.
[0065] Because the wafers 208 are moving when
sensed by the sensors 274, and because the wafers 208
continue to move after being sensed, short response
time sensors 274 are preferred. As an example, Banner
brand sensors having Model number D12SP6FPY may
be used and have a 50 microsecond response time. Al-
so, because there normally are different lengths of fiber
optic cable 274CI and 274CO used with the transmitter

sections 274T and the receiver sections 274R, each
sensor 274 has a different optical distance. Further,
there are manufacturing tolerances in the sensors 274.
Appropriate sensor gain adjustments are made to com-
pensate for such path lengths and tolerances.
[0066] The cost of the system 272 may be reduced by
only providing two of the sensor bodies 285 even though
there are three sensors 274. In more detail, when the
200 mm diameter wafer 208-200 is to be processed, for
the first sensor 274-1 one end of each of the cables
274CI and 274CO may be optically mounted in a re-
spective one of the apertures 283 corresponding to the
first sensor 274-1. Figure 3G shows that the other end
of such cables 274CO and 274CI may be optically
mounted to the respective emitter 285E-1 and detector
285D-1 of the sensor body 285 (see sensor body 285-1)
that corresponds to the first sensor 274-1.
[0067] For the second sensor 274-2, one end of each
of the cables 274CI and 274CO may be optically mount-
ed in a respective one of the apertures 283 correspond-
ing to the second sensor 274-2. The other end of such
cables 274CO and 274CI may be optically mounted to
the respective emitter 285E-2 and detector 285D-2 of
the sensor body 285 (see sensor body 285-2) that cor-
responds to the second sensor 274-2. Such cables are
identified as 274CI-2 and 274CO-2 to indicate use with
the second sensor 274-2.
[0068] Figure 3E shows that when the 300 mm diam-
eter wafer 208-300 is to be processed, the ends of the
cables 274CI-2 and 274CO-2 that were used with the
apertures 283 of the second sensor 274-2 are moved,
or relocated, and are optically mounted in a respective
one of the apertures 283 corresponding to the third sen-
sor 274-3 (see cables 274CI-3 and 274CO-3 shown in
dashed lines in Figure 3E). Figure 3G shows that the
other ends of the cables 274CI-2 and 274CO-2 remain
optically mounted to the respective emitter 285E-2 and
detector 285D-2 of the sensor body 285-2. However, to
make it clear that such sensor body 285-2 with the re-
located cables 274CI-2 and 274CO-2 functions as a
third sensor body, such third sensor body is identified
as 285-3 and shown in dashed lines in Figure 3G. Also,
the relocated cables 274CI-2 and 274CO-2 are shown
in dashed lines and identified as 274CI-3 and 274CO-
3. Also, the emitter 285-2 connected to the cable 274CI-
3 is shown in dashed lines and identified as 285E-3 and
the detector 285-2 connected to the cable 274CO-3 is
shown in dashed lines and identified as 285-3.
[0069] As a result of having one sensor body 285 pro-
vide these two functions, the number of the substantially
higher-cost components (the sensor body 285) is re-
duced by one for each of the faces 232, such that in a
six face architecture system 200 six sensors 274 are
rendered unnecessary.
[0070] Figures 4A and 4B illustrate an effect of each
of the sensors 274 having its own unique latency period
L, one (LB) for the breaking transition, and one (LM) for
the making transition. Figure 4A depicts an extend
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movement of the wafer 208. Such latency period LB is
a period of time that starts at a first time t1b at which the
beam 284 is broken as the sensor 274 senses the wafer
208 moving in the path 244 through the port 234. Refer-
ring to Figure 4B, the period of time LB ends a later time
t1bAPP. By time t1bAPP the transition signal 286B has
arrived at the input port 289 of the robot controller 290,
and in response to the transition signal 286B the robot
controller 290 has stored the data described below as
representing the position of the robot 228 in a register
292. The transition signal 286B indicates that the sensor
274 sensed the wafer 208 breaking the beam 284. The
"APP" is used in "t1bAPP" to indicate the time of an ap-
parent location of the sensor 274.
[0071] In terms of movement of the wafer 208 along
the path 244, Figures 3B, 3D, 4A and 4B show that the
latency period LB, for example, is a finite amount of time
delay that exists between the time t1b at which the sen-
sor 274 is "tripped" (in response to the beam 284 being
broken) and the time t1bAPP at which such data repre-
senting the position of the robot 228 is stored. Since the
wafer 208 was moving during the interval of the time de-
lay from time t1b to t1bAPP, at that later time t1bAPP
the leading wafer edge 254 or 256 that broke the beam
284 of the sensor 274 will no longer be exactly over the
sensor 274. Because the time delay is repeatable and
the velocity of the robot blade 262 (and of the wafer 208)
are relatively constant over this time delay, the error
from this delay may be eliminated. Figure 4B shows that
such elimination is by using, as the location of the sen-
sors 274 for purposes of determination of wafer mis-
alignment in the breaking transition, an apparent loca-
tion XYBAPP of the sensors 274.
[0072] It may be understood that the latency period
LM is also a finite amount of time delay that exists be-
tween the time t1m at which the sensor 274 is "tripped"
(in response to the beam 284 being made) and the time
t1mAPP at which such data representing the position of
the robot 228 is stored. Since the wafer 208 was moving
during the interval of the time delay from time t1m to
t1mAPP, at that later time t1mAPP the trailing edge 296
that made the beam 284 of the sensor 274 will no longer
be exactly over the sensor 274. Because the time delay
is repeatable and the velocity of the robot blade 262 (and
of the wafer 208) are relatively constant over this time
delay, the error from this delay may also be eliminated.
Such elimination is by using, as the location of the sen-
sors 274 for purposes of determination of wafer mis-
alignment in the making transition, an apparent location
XYMAPP of the sensors 274.
[0073] The apparent location XYBAPP is the position
in the Cartesian coordinate system that the sensor 274
would have if the sensor 274 were infinitely fast and if
the data representing the robot position was stored in
the register 292 at the same time as in the real system
(i.e., at time t1bAPP). The apparent location XYMAPP
is not shown in Figure 4B, and is a position in the Car-
tesian coordinate system that the sensor 274 would

have if the sensor 274 were infinitely fast and if the tran-
sition signals 286 arrived at the robot controller 290 at
the same time as in the real system (i.e., at time
t1mAPP).
[0074] The calibration process described below is
used for determining each of the apparent locations XY-
BAPP and XYMAPP of the sensors 274, for each of ex-
tend and retract operations.
[0075] In accordance with the present invention, the
respective latency periods LB and LM for each sensor
274 in each of the respective breaking and making tran-
sitions are taken into consideration in the selection of
the respective values for the distances 278, 280, and
282 for the spacing of the respective sensors 274-1,
274-2, and 274-3 along the axis 276. This is illustrated
in the plan views of Figures 3B and 3D which respec-
tively show the 200 mm diameter wafer 208N-200 and
the 300 mm diameter wafer 208N-300 moving horizon-
tally (upwardly in Figures 3B and 3D, such that increas-
ing time is measured downwardly). Also, the break and
make transition events are shown by dots 292. For ex-
ample, dot 292-2b corresponds to the time t2b at which
the first beam 284-1 of the first sensor 274-1 is broken
by the edge 254 of the wafer 208-200. The time t1bAPP,
representing the end of the latency period LB and the
time at which the data representing the robot position is
stored in the register 292, is shown occurring before the
time t2b of the second break transition represented by
dot 292-2b. Figure 3B shows that the beam 284-2 of the
second sensor 274-2 was broken first by the edge 254
of the 200 mm diameter wafer 208-200. When the dis-
tances 278 and 280 are non-symmetrical with respect
to the path 244, the data representing the robot position
is stored in the register 292 before the second breaking
of the beam (represented by dot 292-2b) which occurs
at time t2b.
[0076] As an example of the making transition, dot
294-1m corresponds to the time t1m at which the first
beam 284-1 of the first sensor 274-1 is first made after
a trailing portion 296 of the edge 254 of the wafer
208-200 moves past the first sensor 274-1. The time
t1mAPP, representing the end of the latency period LM
and the time at which data representing the robot posi-
tion is stored in the register 292, is shown occurring be-
fore the time t2m of the make transition represented by
dot 294-2m. In this manner, because the distances 278
and 280 are non-symmetrical with respect to the path
244 the data representing the robot position will be
stored before the time t2m of the second making of the
beam (represented by dot 294-2m).
[0077] Figure 3D shows a similar situation for the 300
mm diameter wafer 208N-300, with the exception that
the beam 284-1 of the first sensor 274-1 is broken first
at time t1b (dot 292-1b), the beam 284-3 of the third sen-
sor 274-3 is broken next at time t2b (dot 292-2b), the
beam of the third sensor 274-3 is then made at time t1m
(dot 294-1m), and then the beam 284 of the first sensor
274-1 is made at time t2m (dot 294-2m).
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[0078] As noted above with respect to Figure 3F, the
vacuum transport module 202 may be used with an ex-
emplary six processing modules 240. Since a wafer 208
may be transported through the port 234 of any of the
faces 232 of any of these processing modules 240, the
three sensors 274 shown in Figures 3A and 3C may be
provided on each of those faces 232. Therefore, during
any transporting of a wafer 208 it is possible for an out-
put of transition signals 286 to be generated from any
of the processing modules 240.
[0079] Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of a logic cir-
cuit 302 in the form of an array of exclusive-or gates 304.
An output 306 of each exclusive-or gate 304 is active if
one or the other, but not both, of inputs 308 is active. In
different terms, the output 306 is active if the inputs 308
are different. Circuit 302 has six pairs of the inputs 308,
representing the outputs of each of the two active sen-
sors 274 of each of the six faces 232 of the exemplary
six processing modules 240. One of the inputs 308-1
may correspond to the output of the first sensor 274-1
of a first vacuum module 240-1, whereas another of the
inputs 308-2 may correspond to the output of the second
sensor 274-2 of that first vacuum module 240-1. In a
similar manner, the other inputs 308-1 and 308-2 of the
other five modules 240-2 through 240-6 may be provid-
ed.
[0080] In response to an input transition signal 286 on
only one of the inputs 308-1 or 308-2 of only one of the
modules 240, a single signal 310 is generated by the
logic circuit 302 on a main output 312. Figures 6A
through 6C show that the single signal 310 transitions
from a logical zero to a logical one whenever any of the
input sensors 274-1 or 274-2 transitions in either direc-
tion. Figures 6A and 6B show the times of occurrence
of the transitions of the beam 284 upon being broken or
made by the moving wafer 208, and after the latency
periods L have been eliminated. Depicting the same
times, Figure 6C shows the signal 310 as a binary output
from the logic circuit 302 in response to the various tran-
sition signals 286 resulting from the breaking or making
of the beam 284. In Figures 6A and 6B the time during
the movement of the wafer 208 is on a T axis (left to right
indicates increasing time) and the amount of the beam
284 (zero when blocked, 100% when made) transmitted
to the receiver section 274R is shown on a B axis (down
to up indicates increasing intensity).
[0081] In a typical sequence for determining possible
wafer misalignment, at a time t0 the wafer 208N-200 is
moving at a controlled velocity toward the port 234 in
the path 244. Both of the sensor beams 284-1 and 284-2
are unblocked, such that there is 100% of the respective
beam 284-1 and 284-2 received by both of the receiver
sections 274R. Further, no transition is indicated, and
thus the value of the main signal 310 is logical zero ap-
pearing at the main output 312.
[0082] At the time t1bAPP (also shown in Figure 3B)
corresponding to the apparent location of the sensor
274-2, there is the beam transition caused by the lead-

ing edge 254 of the wafer 208-200 breaking the beam
284-2 of the second sensor 274-2. The beam 284-2 of
the second sensor 274-2 is shown in Figure 6A going to
a low intensity, a resulting transition signal 286 goes
high (such that one input 308-1 is different from the other
input 308-2) and at 310-1 the main output signal 310
goes to a binary one to represent this transition. Figure
6B shows that the intensity of the beam 284-1 of the first
sensor 274-1 continues at 100%. There is no beam
284-1 transition, hence no transition signal 286, and the
wafer 208 continues to moving at a controlled velocity.
[0083] At time t2bAPP the leading edge 254 of the wa-
fer 208N-200 breaks the beam 284-1 of the first sensor
274-1, and there is a beam transition. The beam 284-1
of the first sensor 274-1 is shown going to a low intensity
while the intensity of the beam 284-2 of the second sen-
sor 274-2 stays low and the wafer 208N-200 continues
to move at the uniform velocity. The resulting transition
signal 286 from the first sensor 274-1 goes positive. Be-
cause there is no transition sensed by the second sen-
sor 274-2, the input 308-2 is different from the input
308-1, such that at 310-2 the main output signal 310
goes oppositely to a binary zero to represent this tran-
sition. The intensities of the beams 284-1 and 284-2 of
the respective first and second sensors 274-1 and 274-2
continue low, there is no other transition signal 286, and
the wafer 208N-200 continues to move at the uniform
velocity.
[0084] Time t1mAPP corresponds to the apparent lo-
cation YMAPP of the first sensor 274-1 for the make
transition. At time t1mAPP the trailing edge 296 of the
wafer 208N-200 makes the beam 284-1 of the first sen-
sor 274-1, and there is the resulting beam transition. The
resulting transition signal 286 from the first sensor 274-1
is applied to the one input 308-1, causing the main out-
put signal 310 to go oppositely at 310-3 to a binary one
to represent this transition. The beam 284-1 of the first
sensor 274-1 is shown going to 100% while the intensity
of the beam 284-2 of the second sensor 274-2 stays low
and the wafer 208 continues to move at the uniform ve-
locity.
[0085] Time t2mAPP corresponds to the apparent lo-
cation YMAPP of the second sensor 274-2 for the make
transition. At time t2mAPP the trailing edge 296 of the
wafer 208N-200 makes the beam 284-2 of the second
sensor 274-2, and there is the resulting beam transition.
The resulting transition signal 286 from the second sen-
sor 274-2 is applied to the input 308-2, causing the main
output signal 310 to go oppositely at 310-4 to a binary
zero to represent this transition. The beam 284-2 of the
second sensor 274-2 is shown going to 100%, the in-
tensity of the beam 284-1 of the first sensor 274-1 sen-
sor stays at 100% and the wafer 208N-200 continues to
move at the uniform velocity. At this juncture, the move-
ment of the wafer 208N-200 for wafer misalignment de-
termination is complete and the system 272 awaits
processing of data representing the location of the cent-
er 260 of the wafer 208N-200 with respect to the center
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264 of the blade 262.
[0086] The main output signal 310 described with re-
spect to Figures 5 and 6C is used in conjunction with
data as to the precise location of each of the sensors
274 for each of the modules 240. In detail, for every tran-
sition 310-1, 310-2, and 310-3 of the main output signal
310 the precise location of each of the sensors 274 is
known. This location data is provided by a calibration
method using a calibration wafer 208C having known
physical characteristics. For example, the calibration
wafer 208C shown in Figure 7 may have a 200 mm di-
ameter and a raised portion 320 on the bottom. The por-
tion 320 is shaped to fit tightly in the open space, or
pocket, 270 (Figure 2B) of the blade 262. Use of the cal-
ibration method also assures that certain characteristics
of the described apparatus are taken into consideration
in providing data as to the precise location of the sensors
274 with respect to the robot 228. For example, the lo-
cation of the axis 230 of the robot 228 may vary from
one module 202 to the next. Also, there may be differ-
ences from one module 202 or 240 to the next in the
latency periods LB and LM, such that the effective loca-
tion of a particular sensor 274 in space may be slightly
different than the actual location.
[0087] The calibration method starts with an operation
of identifying whether an extension operation, or a re-
tract operation, is to be performed, and identifying the
particular module 240 to be calibrated. Next, there is an
operation of clamping the calibration wafer 208C on the
blade 262 with the raised portion 320 tightly in the pocket
270. The robot 228 is then given a command to "arm the
capture function." This prepares the system 272 for the
operation of the sensors 274. In a next operation the
robot is commanded to move, as by retracting from the
port 234 of the particular module 240 that is being cali-
brated. During the move, a record data operation
records a value of a radius R and an angle Theta (T)
based on the transition signals 286 from the sensors
274.
[0088] Typical values of R and T are shown in Figure
8 for the retract move. The first three entries in Figure 8
are not significant because they are not generated in
response to the wafer 208C, whereas entries 4 through
7 are significant because they are generated when the
wafer 208C passes the sensors 274. The typical data
indicates that the height, or "Z" value, of the wafer 208C
stays the same since the robot 228 moves the wafer
208C at a constant height. The typical data represents
a face 232 of the module 240 similar to Figure 3B in
which the first sensor 274-1 is located at the distance
278 away from the wafer movement path 244, whereas
the second sensor 274-2 is located at the distance 280
away from the path 244. The distance 278 is greater
than the distance 280, so that as shown in Figure 3B the
second sensor 274-2 generates the first and last transi-
tion signals 286 (corresponding to data entries 4 and 7),
and the first sensor 274-1 generates the second and
third transition signals 286 (corresponding to data en-

tries 5 and 6).
[0089] As shown in Figure 8, the variation in the value
of Theta was only 0.005 degrees, which is not signifi-
cant. Since the variation of the Theta values is small for
any normal extension or retraction, the average value is
used in the calibration routine. In this example, the av-
erage value is 358.940 degrees.
[0090] It is to be understood that similar values of R
and T are obtained for the extend move, and for efficien-
cy of disclosure are not shown. The first four entries for
the extend move are significant because they are gen-
erated in response to the wafer 208C passing the sen-
sors 274, whereas the last three entries 5 through 7 are
not significant. The typical extend data also indicates
that the height, or "Z" value, of the wafer 208C stays the
same since the robot 228 moves the wafer 208C at a
constant height. The typical extend data also represents
a face 232 of the module 240 similar to Figure 3B in
which the first sensor 274-1 is located at the distance
278 away from the wafer movement path 244, whereas
the second sensor 274-2 is located at the distance 280
away from the path 244. The distance 278 is greater
than the distance 280, so that as shown in Figure 3B the
second sensor 274-2 generates the first and last transi-
tion signals 286 (corresponding to data entries 1 and 4),
and the first sensor 274-1 generates the second and
third transition signals 286 (corresponding to data en-
tries 2 and 3).
[0091] Figures 9A and 9B show four portions of the
calibration disk 208 along the path 244. In Figure 9A the
wafer 208 in position B-2 is just breaking the beam 284-2
of sensor 274-2. The wafer 208 in position M-2 is just
making the beam 284-2 of the sensor 274-2. In Figure
9B, the wafer 208 in position B-1 is just breaking the
beam 284-1 of the sensor 274-1 and in position M-1 is
just making the beam 284-1. Thus, Figures 9A and 9B
show that the respective leading and trailing edges of
the wafer 208 cause each beam 284 to transition. This
information, along with the knowledge of the wafer radi-
us (R) and the location of the robot 228 when the sensor
274 transitioned, allow the sensor location (center of ap-
erture 283) to be determined. Considering the first and
last transition and the data in Figure 8, the difference
between the location of the wafer center 260 when the
beam 284 is first broken and when the beam 284 is re-
made is 513.210 - 363.106 or 150.104 millimeters
(5.9096 in). Referring to Figure 9A, this distance is 2a.
Therefore, the value of a is half the distance between
the wafer centers or 2.9548 inches. The value of R is
the wafer radius, 100 mm or 3.9370 inches. The dis-
tance b to the sensor 274 will be given by

where

b = R sin(θ)
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Once a and R are known, the sensor location may be
expressed as global values. For example, the radius to
the sensor location, RS, is given by

where RT is the captured value of the lower wafer posi-
tion. The angle to the sensor, θS, is given by

where θT is the average angle (theta value) of the path.
The ± sign is determined by the side of the path 244 that
the sensor 274 is on. If the sensor 274 is on the left the
sign is negative. If the sensor 274 is on the right the sign
is positive.
[0092] The calibration results in accurate determina-
tions of the locations of the sensors 274-1 and 274-2 in
polar coordinates for each of the extend and retract
movements, and with respect to the polar coordinate
system of the robot 228, including the center 264, and
for the particular arrangement of sensors 274 (i.e., spac-
ings 278, 280, and 282).
[0093] A similar calibration is performed with respect
to the third sensor 274-3. As noted, data representing
the location of the sensors 274-1, 274-2, and 274-3 is
stored in the register 292. With such accurate sensor
locations available, each time the signal 310 is output
to the robot controller 290 for a transition (e.g., 310-1),
the signal 310 indicates the location of one of the edges
254, 256, and 296 of the wafer 208. In response to each
such signal 310, the robot controller 290 stores data rep-
resenting the position of the blade 262 at the time of the
transition represented by that signal 310. The blade po-
sition data is output by encoders 322 driven by robot
motors 324 and is stored in the register 292. Once the
wafer alignment movement is complete, the controller
290 transmits the combined data (represented by the
sensor locations and the corresponding blade positions)
to a system controller 326. The system controller 326
serves as a data processor to provide an indication of
the location of the center 260 of the wafer 208 with re-
spect to the center 264 of the blade 262.
[0094] It may be understood, then, that the system
272 and the related method provide apparatus and a
method of wafer alignment that operates while the wafer
208 is being transported without increasing the wafer
transport time, that is, without reducing the controlled
velocity, or the rate of transfer, of the wafer 208 among
the modules 202 or 240 or the load locks 204. Such
method and apparatus reduces the number of data
processors per sensor 274 by requiring only one proc-
essor (controller 326) for the three sensors 274 at the

θ = cos-1(a/R)

RS = RT + a( )2 + b2

θS = θT ± tan-1[b/(RT + a)]

same face 232. Due to the spacings 278, 280, and 282,
and the circuit 302, that one processor is the only proc-
essor needed for determination of wafer misalignment
in the entire cluster tool architecture 200. By the above-
described calibration process, such method and appa-
ratus also require less machining accuracy in locating
the apertures 283 for the sensors 274, without sacrific-
ing the accuracy of detections made using the sensors
274. As described, the latency periods LB and LM are
also eliminated as sources of errors in using through-
beam sensors 274 to make wafer alignment determina-
tions.
[0095] Although the foregoing invention has been de-
scribed in some detail for purposes of clarity of under-
standing, it will be apparent that certain changes and
modifications may be practiced within the scope of the
appended claims. Accordingly, the present embodi-
ments are to be considered as illustrative and not re-
strictive, and the invention is not to be limited to the de-
tails given herein, but may be modified within the scope
and equivalents of the appended claims.

Claims

1. Apparatus for generating data indicating the posi-
tion of a wafer relative to a blade of a wafer transport
robot as the blade continuously moves the wafer at
a controlled rate of transfer along a path that ex-
tends through a plane defined by a facet of a module
of semiconductor manufacturing equipment, a sen-
sor positioning axis extending in the plane and in-
tersecting the path, the apparatus comprising:

a first sensor mounted in the plane, on the po-
sitioning axis, and spaced from the path by a
first distance so as to sense the wafer moving
in the path; the first sensor having a latency pe-
riod between a first time of sensing the wafer
and a later time not earlier than the time of out-
putting a transition signal indicating the sensing
of the wafer;
a second sensor mounted in the plane, on the
positioning axis, and spaced from the path by
a second distance so as to sense the wafer
moving in the path; and
the second distance being different from the
first distance by an amount such that at the giv-
en rate the time between a first moment at
which the wafer is sensed by the first sensor
and a second moment at which the wafer is
sensed by the second sensor is not less than
the latency period.

2. Apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein at each
moment during the movement of the wafer the po-
sition of the robot is known; and wherein each of the
sensors generates one of the transition signals in
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response to the respective sensor sensing the wa-
fer; the apparatus further comprising:

a register on the robot for receiving data repre-
senting the position of the robot corresponding
to a particular one of the transition signals, and
a controller responsive to the particular one of
the transition signals for causing the corre-
sponding position of the robot to be stored in
the register.

3. Apparatus as recited in claim 2, further comprising:

each of the sensors comprising a beam trans-
mitter and a beam receiver, each of the sensors
outputting one of the transition signals in re-
sponse to the wafer breaking the respective
beam or making the respective beam after such
beam has been broken;
the difference between the first and second dis-
tances being effective to temporally separate
all of the transition signals from the respective
first and second sensors; and
a processor for processing the temporally sep-
arate transition signals for input to the control-
ler.

4. Apparatus as recited in claim 3, wherein the register
is adapted to store, upon completion of one move-
ment of the wafer through the plane and into or from
the module, the position of the robot blade corre-
sponding to two of the transition signals output from
each of the sensors.

5. Apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein the semi-
conductor equipment comprises a plurality of the
planes, facets and modules and one of the sensor
positioning axes is provided extending in each of
the respective planes and one of the wafers may be
moved along a separate one of the paths through
any of the respective facets into or from any of the
respective modules, the apparatus further compris-
ing:

one of the first sensors being mounted in each
of the respective planes of each of the respec-
tive modules, on the respective positioning ax-
is, and spaced from the respective path by the
first distance so as to sense the wafer moving
in the respective path; the first sensor having a
latency period between a first time of sensing
the wafer in the respective path and a later time
not earlier than an outputting of a transition sig-
nal indicating the sensing of the wafer in the re-
spective path;
one of the second sensors being mounted in
each of the respective planes of the respective
modules, on the respective positioning axis,

and spaced from the respective path by the
second distance so as to sense the wafer mov-
ing in the respective path;
each of the respective second distances being
different from the respective first distances by
an amount such that at the given rate the time
between a first moment at which the wafer in
the respective path is sensed by the first sensor
and a second moment at which the wafer in the
respective path is sensed by the second sensor
is not less than the latency period; and
a logic circuit mounted on the robot for receiv-
ing all of the first and second transition signals
from the respective first and second sensors,
at the time of the movement of a particular one
of the wafers along any respective path of any
particular respective one of the modules the
logic circuit being responsive to successive
ones of the transition signals generated by
sensing the particular wafer and identifying the
particular respective module associated with
the particular wafer.

6. Apparatus for generating data indicating the posi-
tion of a wafer relative to a blade of a wafer transport
robot as the blade moves the wafer along a path
that extends through a plane defined by one of a
plurality of facets of a plurality of modules of semi-
conductor manufacturing equipment, a sensor po-
sitioning axis extending in each of the planes and
intersecting the respective path, the apparatus
comprising:

a first sensor mounted in each of the planes, on
the respective positioning axis, and spaced
from the respective path by a first distance so
as to sense the wafer moving in the respective
path; the first sensor having a first latency pe-
riod between a first time at which the first sen-
sor senses the wafer in the respective path and
a later time that is not earlier than a time at
which the first sensor outputs a first transition
signal indicating the sensing of the wafer in the
respective path;
a second sensor mounted in each of the planes,
on the respective positioning axis, and spaced
from the respective path by a second distance
so as to sense the wafer moving in the respec-
tive path; the second sensor outputting a sec-
ond transition signal indicating the sensing of
the wafer in the respective path;
for each second sensor with respect to each
first sensor, the second distance being different
from the first distance by an amount such that
a first moment at which the wafer moving in the
respective path is sensed by the first sensor,
plus the first latency period, is not later in time
than a second moment at which the wafer mov-
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ing in the same respective path is sensed by
the second sensor, so that before the second
sensor senses the wafer in the respective path,
the first transition signal is output by the first
sensor in response to the first sensor sensing
the wafer in the respective path, whereby there
is temporal spacing the first and second transi-
tion signals output by the respective first and
second sensors; and
a processor for successively receiving each of
the first and second temporally spaced transi-
tion signals and separately processing each of
such first and second temporally spaced tran-
sition signals.

7. Apparatus as recited in claim 6, wherein the one of
the plurality of facets of the plurality of modules is
an undetermined one of the facets, the apparatus
further comprising:

a logic circuit receptive to all of the first and
second temporally spaced transition signals re-
gardless of which respective path corresponding to
which respective facet is the path along which the
wafer is traveling, the logic circuit outputting one
signal regardless of which respective path corre-
sponding to which respective facet is the path along
which the wafer is traveling.

8. Apparatus as recited in claim 6, wherein the wafer
is provided with either a flat edge or a notched edge
positioned in a specific orientation, the apparatus
further comprising:

each of the sensors being located on the po-
sitioning axis at a position other than that which cor-
responds to the position of the flat edge or the
notched edge of the wafer so that as the wafer con-
tinuously moves along the respective path neither
the flat edge nor the notched edge is sensed by ei-
ther of the first or second sensors.

9. Apparatus as recited in claim 6, wherein:
each of the sensors comprising a beam emit-

ter and a beam receiver, the emitter and the receiver
being located on opposite sides of a respective one
of the wafer paths so that the beam is either broken
by a wafer moving along the respective path or once
broken is made by a wafer moving along the respec-
tive path.

10. Apparatus as recited in claim 6, wherein the wafer
may have one of many different sizes and the robot
may cause the blade and the wafer carried by the
blade to move in an extend motion through the re-
spective plane into the respective module, or move
in a retract motion through the respective plane
from the respective module, the apparatus further
comprising:

the second sensor being movably mounted in
each of the planes and on the respective posi-
tioning axis, a second mounted position of the
second sensor mounting the second sensor
spaced from the respective path by a third dis-
tance so as to sense the wafer that moves in
the respective path and that has a first one of
the sizes; the second sensor outputting a third
transition signal indicating the sensing of the
wafer in the respective path;
for each second sensor mounted in the second
position and with respect to each first sensor,
the third distance being different from the first
distance by an amount such that the first mo-
ment at which the wafer moving in the respec-
tive path is sensed by the first sensor, plus the
latency period, is not later in time than a third
moment at which the wafer moving in the same
respective path is sensed by the second sensor
mounted in the second position, so that before
the second sensor mounted in the second po-
sition senses the wafer in the respective path,
the first transition signal is output by the first
sensor in response to the first sensor sensing
the wafer in the respective path, whereby the
first and third transition signals are output by
the respective first and second sensors in tem-
poral spacing; and
a logic circuit receptive to all of the first and third
temporally spaced transition signals regardless
of which respective path corresponding to
which respective facet is the path along which
the wafer is traveling, the logic circuit outputting
one signal regardless of which respective path
corresponding to which respective facet is the
path along which the wafer is traveling.

11. Apparatus for generating data indicating the posi-
tion of a wafer relative to a blade of a wafer transport
robot as the blade continuously moves the wafer
along a path that extends through a plane defined
by one of a plurality of facets of a plurality of mod-
ules of semiconductor manufacturing equipment, a
sensor positioning axis extending in each of the
planes and intersecting the respective path, the wa-
fer having either of at least a first and a second
physical characteristic, the robot causing the blade
and the wafer carried by the blade to move in an
extend motion through the respective plane into the
respective module, or to move in a retract motion
through the respective plane from the respective
module, the apparatus comprising:

a first sensor mounted in each of the planes, on
the respective positioning axis, and spaced
from the respective path by a first distance so
as to sense the wafer moving in the respective
path; the first sensor having a first latency pe-
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riod between a first time at which the first sen-
sor senses the wafer in the respective path and
a later time that is not earlier than a time at
which the first sensor outputs a first transition
signal indicating the sensing of the wafer in the
respective path;
a second sensor movably mounted in each of
the planes and on the respective positioning ax-
is, the second sensor being mountable in a first
position spaced from the respective path by a
second distance so as to sense the wafer mov-
ing in the respective path, the second sensor
outputting a second transition signal indicating
the sensing of the wafer in the respective path;
for each second sensor mounted in the first po-
sition with respect to each first sensor, the sec-
ond distance being different from the first dis-
tance by an amount such that a first moment at
which the wafer having the first physical char-
acteristic and moving in the respective path is
sensed by the first sensor, plus the first latency
period, is not later in time than a second mo-
ment at which the wafer having the first physical
characteristic and moving in the same respec-
tive path is sensed by the second sensor
mounted in the first position, so that before the
second sensor mounted in the first position
senses the wafer in the respective path, the first
transition signal is output by the first sensor in
response to the first sensor sensing the wafer
having the first physical characteristic and in
the respective path, whereby for the wafer hav-
ing the first physical characteristic the first and
second transition signals are output by the re-
spective first sensor and the second sensor
mounted in the first position in temporal spac-
ing; and
the second sensor being mountable in a sec-
ond position spaced from the respective path
by a third distance so as to sense the wafer hav-
ing the second physical characteristic and mov-
ing in the respective path; the second sensor
mounted in the second position having a third
latency period between a third time at which the
third sensor senses the wafer in the respective
path and a later time that is not earlier than a
time at which the second sensor mounted in the
second position outputs a third transition signal
indicating the sensing of the wafer having the
second physical characteristic and in the re-
spective path, the last-mentioned second sen-
sor outputting a third transition signal indicating
the sensing of the wafer having the second
physical characteristic and in the respective
path;
for each last-mentioned sensor with respect to
each first sensor, the third distance being dif-
ferent from the first distance by an amount such

that a third moment at which the wafer having
the second physical characteristic and moving
in the respective path is sensed by the last-
mentioned second sensor, plus the third laten-
cy period, is not later in time than a fourth mo-
ment at which the wafer having the second
physical characteristic and moving in the same
respective path is sensed by the first sensor, so
that before the first sensor senses the wafer
having the second physical characteristic and
in the respective path, the third transition signal
is output in response to the last-mentioned sec-
ond sensor sensing the wafer having the sec-
ond physical characteristic and in the respec-
tive path, whereby for the wafer having the sec-
ond physical characteristic the first and third
transition signals are output in temporal spac-
ing.

12. Apparatus as recited in claim 11, wherein the wafers
are moved by the robot completely through the re-
spective facet so that a leading edge and a trailing
edge of each wafer is sensed by each sensor; fur-
ther comprising:

for a wafer having the first physical character-
istic the temporal spacing of the transition sig-
nals being provided by the first transition signal
in response to the first sensor sensing the lead-
ing edge of the wafer having the first physical
characteristic, followed by the second transi-
tion signal in response to sensing the leading
edge of the last-mentioned wafer, followed by
a first trailing edge transition signal in response
to the second sensor sensing the trailing edge
of the last-mentioned wafer, followed by a sec-
ond transition signal in response to the first sen-
sor sensing the trailing edge of the last-men-
tioned wafer; and
for a wafer having the second physical charac-
teristic the temporal spacing of the transition
signals being the third transition signal in re-
sponse to the second sensor mounted in the
second position sensing the leading edge of the
wafer having the second physical characteris-
tic, followed by the first transition signal in re-
sponse to the first sensor sensing the leading
edge of the last-mentioned wafer, followed by
the a third trailing edge transition signal in re-
sponse to the first sensor sensing the trailing
edge of the last-mentioned wafer, followed by
a fourth trailing edge transition signal in re-
sponse to the second sensor mounted in the
second position sensing the trailing edge of the
last-mentioned wafer.

13. A method of calibrating a system that generates da-
ta indicating the position of a wafer relative to a
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blade of a wafer transport robot, the method com-
prising the operations of:

mounting the wafer transport robot adjacent to
semiconductor manufacturing equipment hav-
ing a port, the blade being movable by the robot
through the port along a transport axis;
securing a calibration wafer to the blade at a
position centered with respect to the blade, the
calibration wafer having a known radius, the
calibration wafer having a leading edge during
movement of the blade carrying the calibration
wafer, and a trailing edge during the movement;
providing a sensor at an unknown location on
a port axis that extends in the port transverse
to the transport axis, the sensor being in a po-
sition to be tripped first by the presence of the
leading edge so that the sensor generates a
first data item, the sensor being in a position to
be tripped second by the absence of the wafer
following the trailing edge so that the sensor
generates a second data item;
causing the robot to move the calibration wafer
on the transport axis and through the port past
the sensor so that the sensor generates the first
and second data items; and
using the radius of the calibration wafer and the
first and second data items to determine the
distance from the transport axis of the unknown
location of the sensor on the port axis.

14. A method as recited in claim 13, wherein:

the operation of providing a sensor further com-
prising providing at least two sensors spaced
along the port axis, and further comprising:
mounting a first of the sensors on the port axis
on one side of the wafer transport axis and
spaced from the wafer transport axis by a first
distance so as to sense the wafer moving along
the wafer transport axis, the first sensor having
a latency period between a first time of sensing
the wafer and a later time of outputting a tran-
sition signal indicating the sensing of the wafer;
mounting a second of the sensors on the port
axis on an opposite side of the wafer transport
axis and spaced from the wafer transport axis
by a second distance so as to sense the wafer
moving along the wafer transport axis; and
the mounting operations being performed such
that the second distance is different from the
first distance by an amount so that the time be-
tween a first moment at which the wafer is
sensed by the first sensor and a second mo-
ment at which the wafer is sensed by the sec-
ond sensor is not less than the latency period.

15. A method as recited in claim 13, wherein:

the operation of securing the calibration wafer
to the blade further comprises orienting the calibra-
tion wafer on the blade with a notch or flat of the
wafer positioned to avoid being sensed by the sen-
sors.

16. A method as recited in claim 13, wherein:
the operation of capturing data as to the po-

sition of the calibration wafer comprises:

commanding the robot to arm for capturing data
as to the position of the calibration wafer; and
commanding the robot to move the calibration
wafer through the port and past the sensors so
that the sensors generate separate data items
indicating the location of edges of the calibra-
tion wafer as the calibration wafer moves past
the sensors.

17. A method as recited in claim 14 , further comprising:
the operation of providing the sensors being

effective to locate each of the at least two sensors
spaced along the port on the transverse axis and
relative to a center of the blade, one of the sensors
being at a first distance from the center and another
of the sensors being at a second distance from the
center, the first and second distances being une-
qual and selected so as to temporally space the da-
ta item generated by the first sensor in response to
the calibration wafer from the data item generated
by the second sensor in response to the calibration
wafer.

18. A method of providing data indicating the position
of the center of a wafer with respect to the center of
a blade carrying the wafer, the method comprising
the operations of:

mounting the wafer on the blade for movement
with the blade along a path;
providing a first sensor along a transverse axis
that has a center at an intersection with the
path, the first sensor being on one side of the
center;
providing a second sensor along the transverse
axis and on the other side of the center, the sec-
ond sensor and the first sensor being spaced
by a selected distance; and
moving the wafer along the path so that the first
sensor is triggered by the wafer and generates
a temporally first transition signal and the sec-
ond sensor is triggered by the wafer and gen-
erates a temporally second transition signal;
the selected distance being selected to tempo-
rally space the moments in time at which the
first and second sensors are triggered by the
wafer so that the temporally first transition sig-
nal is generated before the wafer triggers the
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second sensor.

19. A method as recited in claim 18, further comprising:
using the same processor, temporally first

processing the first transition signal and then tem-
porally second processing the second transition
signal.

20. A method as recited in claim 18, wherein the blade
may be at a blade position corresponding to the first
transition signal and may be at a blade position cor-
responding to the second transition signal, further
comprising:

temporally first storing the blade position cor-
responding to the temporally first transition signal
and then storing the blade position corresponding
to the temporally second transition signal.

21. A method as recited in claim 18, wherein:
the operations of providing the sensors com-

prising for each of the sensors providing a beam
transmitter and a beam receiver, each of the sen-
sors outputting one of the transition signals in re-
sponse to the wafer breaking the respective beam
or making the respective beam after such beam has
been broken.

22. A method as recited in claim 18, further comprising:

mounting the blade for movement along any of
a plurality of paths, each of the paths extending
through a port of a different module of a semi-
conductor manufacturing equipment;
wherein a transverse axis extends along each
port and is intersected at the center by a re-
spective one of the paths;
the operations of providing the first and second
sensors comprising:

providing one of the first sensors on each
of the transverse axes so that a first one of
the sensors is provided in each port, each
such first sensor being on one side of the
center;
providing one of the second sensors on
each of the transverse axes so that a sec-
ond one of the sensors is provided in each
port, each such second sensor being on
the other side of the center;
each second sensor and first sensor of a
particular port being spaced by the select-
ed distance; and
the selected distance being selected to
temporally space the moments in time at
which the respective first and second sen-
sors are triggered by the wafer so that the
first transition signal is generated before
the wafer triggers the second sensor.

23. A method of dynamically generating data indicative
of the center of a substrate with respect to the center
of a blade of a robot for transporting the substrate
through one or more ports of a semiconductor man-
ufacturing module, the method comprising the op-
erations of:

defining an axis of each of the ports;
providing a plurality of sensors for a given one
of the ports through which the substrate is to be
moved by the blade along a path that intersects
the axis of the port;
placing each of the plurality of sensors relative
to the given port and on the axis according to a
latency characteristic of the sensor so that the
substrate moving through the port will be
sensed by individual ones of the plurality of
sensors at temporally-spaced times, the tem-
poral spacing allowing a first of the sensors to
sense the substrate and generate a first transi-
tion signal before a second of the sensors sens-
es the substrate and generates a second tran-
sition signal; and
causing the robot to move the blade and carry
the substrate through the given port along the
path so that the first of the sensors senses the
substrate and generates a first transition signal
corresponding to a first robot blade position and
after the generation of the first transition signal
a second of the sensors senses the substrate
and generates a second transition signal corre-
sponding to a second robot blade position.

24. A method as recited in claim 23, further comprising
the operation of:

providing one processor for receiving, at tem-
porally-spaced times, the first transition signal and
the second transition signal.

25. A method as recited in claim 23, wherein the sub-
strate has either a first diameter or a second diam-
eter larger than the first diameter; and wherein the
path intersects the axis at a point, the method fur-
ther comprising the operations of:

the operation of providing a plurality of sensors
comprising providing three sensors for each of
the ports;
the operation of placing each of the plurality of
sensors relative to the given port comprising
placing a first of the sensors on the axis at a
common location on one side of the point of in-
tersection for sensing substrates having either
the first or the second diameters;
the operation of placing each of the plurality of
sensors relative to the given port comprising
placing a second of the sensors on the axis at
a second location on another side of the point
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of intersection and spaced by a first distance
from the point for sensing only such substrates
as have the first diameter;
the operation of placing each of the plurality of
sensors relative to the given port being to place
a third of the sensors on the axis at a third lo-
cation on the other side of the point of intersec-
tion and spaced by a second distance from the
point for sensing only such substrates as have
the second diameter;
whereby the total distance from the common lo-
cation to the second location, and the total dis-
tance from the common location to the third lo-
cation is each selected according to the latency
characteristic of the respective sensor so that
the substrate having the first diameter and mov-
ing through the port will be sensed only by the
first and second sensors, and so that the sub-
strate having the second diameter and moving
through the port will be sensed only by the first
and third sensors, and whereby in the case of
each of the substrates having the respective
first or second diameters the sensing of the
substrates is at such temporally-spaced times
as respectively allow the first sensor to sense
the respective substrate and generate the first
transition signal before the second sensor
senses the respective substrate and generates
the second transition signal, and allow the third
sensor to sense the respective substrate and
generate a third transition signal before the first
sensor senses the respective substrate and
generates the first transition signal.

26. A method as recited in claim 25, further comprising
the operation of:

identifying which of the one or more ports is
the port having the respective first and second or
first and third sensors that generated the first tran-
sition signal and the respective second transition
signal or third transition signal.

27. A method as recited in claim 23, wherein:

the operation of providing a plurality of sensors
for a given one of the ports comprises providing
each of the sensors as a beam emitter and a
beam receiver , the emitter and the receiver be-
ing spaced on opposite sides of a respective
one of the paths so that the beam is either bro-
ken by a substrate moving along the respective
path and into the beam, or is made by a sub-
strate moving along the respective path and out
of the beam;
the operation of placing the plurality of sensors
relative to the given port and the resulting tem-
poral spacing allows the beam of the first of the
sensors to be broken by the substrate and gen-

erate the first transition signal before the beam
of the second of the sensors is broken by the
substrate and generates the second transition
signal; and the temporal spacing further allows
the beam of the second of the sensors to be
made as the substrate moves out of the beam
of the second of the sensors so that the second
sensor generates a third transition signal cor-
responding to a third robot blade position and
before the beam of the first of the sensors is
made as the substrate moves out of the beam
of the first of the sensors and generates a fourth
transition signal corresponding to a fourth robot
blade position.

28. A method as recited in claim 27 , comprising the fur-
ther operation of:

storing on the robot as a group the respective
robot blade positions corresponding to the first, sec-
ond, third and fourth transition signals .

29. A method as recited in claim 28, wherein the trans-
porting of the substrate through the one or more
ports is completed upon generation of the fourth
transition signal, the method comprising the further
operation of:

after completion of the transporting of the sub-
strate, delivering the robot blade positions corre-
sponding to the respective first, second, third and
fourth transition signals as an indication of the cent-
er of the substrate with respect to the center of the
blade of the robot.
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